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A B S T R A C T

Contextual odors can serve as retrieval cues when applied during encoding and recall/recognition of informa-
tion. To investigate the neuronal basis of these observations, we collected functional MRI data while participants
(n = 51) performed an encoding and recognition memory task during which odors (congruent: CO or incon-
gruent: IO) were presented as contextual cues. Recognition performance was not influenced by odor, but there
was increased activation in the piriform cortex during successful encoding in the CO group, possibly indicating
enhanced retrieval of information previously integrated with an olfactory percept. Moreover, group-independent
component analysis revealed a stronger task-modulation of subcortical networks for IO versus CO during the
recognition task, pointing to differences in olfactory processing. These observations provide a deeper under-
standing of the involvement of functional neuronal networks in memory tasks and a basis for further evaluation
of the impact of odor contexts.

1. Introduction

Our sense of smell is closely connected to episodic memory, as in-
dicated by several studies showing that odors can evoke the recall of
strong and emotional memories, often termed the ‘Proust effect’ [1–3].
When information is encoded in memory, the environmental context is
encoded at the same time and can later serve as a cue facilitating
memory retrieval. Indeed, a broad range of behavioral studies have
found that odors can benefit memory performance when applied as
congruent cues during encoding and recall/recognition tasks [4–11].

This peculiarity of the olfactory sense is related to the close anato-
mical connection between the primary olfactory cortex and limbic
areas, such as the amygdala and the hippocampus, which play a key
role in memory and emotional processing [12,13]. In contrast to other
sensory modalities, olfactory signals are not relayed via the thalamus,
but are transmitted to these areas by direct neural connections. Less is
known, however, about the neuronal substrates of odor context-related
effects. Previous studies indicate that the hippocampus plays an es-
sential role in the encoding and retrieval of contextual information in
general [14]. Odor context cues might lead to an enhanced recruitment
of integrational networks comprising olfactory (e.g. piriform cortex,
orbitofrontal cortex, entorhinal cortex, thalamus) and memory-related

regions (e.g. prefrontal cortex, medial-temporal regions) during suc-
cessful encoding of information. Reinstatement of the odor context
during memory retrieval might then facilitate memory performance
and lead to a reactivation of these integrational networks during suc-
cessful retrieval.

Functional neuronal networks have been extensively investigated
during working memory tasks [15–19], but are relatively unexplored
during episodic memory tasks [20,21]. In addition to traditional gen-
eral linear model (GLM) analysis, in the current study we applied group
independent component analysis (ICA) to encoding and recognition
data in order to investigate the task-modulation of functionally con-
nected brain networks. ICA has been shown to provide additional in-
sights into investigation of functional networks, as this method is not
constrained by experimental models and a priori information regarding
expected temporal response patterns is not required [15,22,23]. In
chemosensory stimulation paradigms in particular, a growing number
of studies suggest that ICA can reveal supplemental information on
processing pathways, compared with model-dependent analysis
[24,25], possibly because of the complex dynamics of olfactory net-
works [25].

In the present study, participants performed an incidental encoding
task, a free recall task and a yes/no recognition task while odors were
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presented as contextual cues. Encoding and recognition tasks took place
during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Fig. 1). Parti-
cipants were randomly allocated to a congruent odor group (CO), an
incongruent odor group (IO) or a control group (AIR, see Fig. 1). During
the incidental encoding task, participants were shown abstract line
drawings, while lavender odor was presented via an olfactometer (CO
and IO groups only). During the subsequent free recall and recognition
tasks, lavender odor was presented again for CO, while vanilla odor was
presented for IO. We hypothesized that the congruent odor would en-
hance picture recognition performance and concurrently modify the
memory-related activation of networks associated with context-depen-
dent memory and those responsible for both olfactory and memory
processing.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Subjects

A sample of 59 right-handed volunteers with normal olfactory
function (assessed as described below) was recruited for the present
study by means of public bulletins, e-mail lists and newspaper adver-
tisements. The following exclusion criteria were applied: contra-
indications for MRI measurements (especially metallic implants, pace-
makers, claustrophobia); cardiovascular, lung, chronic respiratory,
neurological or psychiatric disease, diseases of the central nervous
system and diseases affecting brain metabolism. Eight participants were
excluded (N = 5 due to technical difficulties, N = 1 due to excessive
movement during MRI measurements; N = 2 due to metallic implants).
The remaining 51 participants were randomly allocated to a congruent
odor group (CO), an incongruent odor group (IO) or a control group
receiving only odorless air (AIR, see Table S1 for further sample

details). All participants were instructed to refrain from eating and
drinking anything other than water one hour prior to testing, and from
use of any scented products on the study day.

The study was approved by the local ethics committee and all par-
ticipants provided written informed consent before participation.
Participants were rewarded by course credits and by participation in a
raffle for a coffee machine.

2.2. Procedure

2.2.1. Pre-study
Before the start of the fMRI study, a pre-study in 20 healthy nor-

mosmic participants (mean (SD) age = 26.31 (5.52), threshold dis-
crimination identification (TDI, [26]) score = 36.86 (3.31), 10 female)
was carried out to select the two odors used as contextual cues for the
memory tasks. In this pre-study, a battery of 20 odors was scored for
intensity, pleasantness, familiarity, and nameability. On the basis of
these data, the two odors rated as most similar were chosen: vanilla
[Alor vanilla oil; mean (SD) intensity = 7.15 (1.35), pleasant-
ness = 6.65 (1.57), familiarity = 7.35 (1.84), nameability = 4.75
(3.01)] and lavender [Roth, CAS No. 90063-37-9; mean (SD) in-
tensity = 7.55 (1.15), pleasantness = 6.80 (2.02), familiarity = 7.55
(1.85), nameability = 4.1 (3.34)].

2.2.2. Assessment of olfactory function
To qualify for inclusion in the fMRI study, all participants were pre-

screened for normal olfactory function. Olfactory function was assessed
with a standardized clinically approved test battery consisting of
commercially available odorant pens (‘Sniffin Sticks’, Burghart
Instruments, Wedel, Germany). The Sniffin’ Sticks include a threshold
test, a discrimination test, and an identification test to assess multiple

Fig. 1. (A) Summary of study procedure: odor pre-
sentation by study group. (B) Stimulus timing during
the encoding and recognition task.
LAV = lavender, VAN = vanilla. CO = congruent
odor group, IO = incongruent odor group,
AIR = control group receiving odorless air. Inter-
stimulus-intervals were jittered as shown (duration
4–6 s). During the encoding task, participants eval-
uated whether the figure appeared predominantly
round (index finger), had edges (ring finger) or was
mixed (middle finger button press). During the re-
cognition task, participants evaluated by button
press whether or not they had previously seen the
figure in the encoding task (yes = index finger,
no = ring finger).
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components of olfactory function (for a detailed description of the
procedure see Hummel et al. [26]). During the threshold detection task,
in each trial three pens were presented, with two pens (distractors)
containing only the solvent and the third the target odorant (n-butanol)
in different concentrations. Subjects were required to identify the odor-
containing pen in a single-staircase forced-choice procedure. In the
odor discrimination task, 16 triplets of pens were presented, with two
containing the same, and one containing a different odorant. Subjects
were required to determine which of three pens smelled differently
from the other two. During the identification task, in a multiple-choice
procedure, identification of individual odors was performed from lists
of four descriptors provided for each odor. Scores range from 0 to 16 for
the threshold, and from 1 to 16 for the discrimination and identification
tasks. The subscores of the three tests were summed to determine the
total threshold discrimination identification (TDI) score (see Table S1).
Based on normative values [27], a normal olfactory function was de-
fined by a TDI score> 30.3. The duration of the standardized olfactory
testing was approximately 45 min.

2.2.3. Odor ratings
Before the start of the fMRI picture encoding task, an initial odor

rating of five odors was carried out to familiarize all participants with
the lavender and vanilla odors that were used in the later stages of the
study. This initial rating was conducted to avoid that the novelty of the
incongruent odor per se might influence the participants of the IO
group, by e.g. increasing arousal during the recognition task.
Participants were presented with five odors (ginger oil, vigoflor, va-
nilla, lemon, lavender) and asked to rate their intensity, familiarity,
pleasantness and invigorating quality. For this rating, odors were dis-
solved in 1,2-propylene glycol in the following concentrations: 25% v/v
for ginger oil, lavender, vanilla, and lemon oil and 50% v/v for vigoflor.
Odors were presented in brown glass bottles filled with 1 mL of the
respective odorant (soaked in cotton pads) and labeled with two-digit
numbers.

2.2.4. Memory tasks
An overview of the memory tasks is provided in Fig. 1A. After the

initial odor ratings, an incidental memory encoding task was carried
out during fMRI scanning. In this task, participants were shown 60
abstract line drawings, while the lavender odorant was presented to the
CO and IO groups via an olfactometer (see below) and odorless air to
the AIR group. The line drawings used in the encoding and recognition
tasks were selected from a set of nonsensical pictures [28]. Participants
evaluated by button press whether the figure appeared predominantly
round, had edges or was mixed. Before the encoding and recognition
tasks, an instruction screen and 3–5 training trials were performed
outside of the scanner to practice response button assignment. As a
cover story for the incidental encoding task, participants were informed
that the study investigated the influence of odors on the perception of
shapes. For details see Fig. 1B. All button presses were recorded and
carried out with the dominant right hand. Before and after the encoding
task, 5-min resting-state MRI measurements were conducted. As these
were unrelated to the present research focus, they are not considered
further in the current study.

After a retention interval of approximately 40 min (mean = 42 min,
SD = 7 min 40 s), a surprise free recall task was conducted in a scented
room. During the retention interval, questionnaires regarding the in-
dividual significance of the sense of smell, mood (as assessed with a
visual analogue scale, VAS, range 0–100, with 0 = not good at all,
100 = exceptionally good mood) and affective state (as assessed with
the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule, PANAS [29], German ver-
sion [30]), health status and cognitive processing strategies were con-
ducted and sociodemographic data collected. For the free recall task,
participants were asked to draw as many figures as they were able to
remember from the encoding task on a sheet of paper during a 5-min
period. The room was scented with lavender/vanilla, or not scented,

according to group allocation. The scent was created by adding 0.3 mL
of the respective odorant (dissolved in 1,2-propylene glycol in the
concentrations 1.75% v/v for lavender or 2.5% v/v for vanilla) to an
odor diffusor (Aroflora 970 Stonelia). Odor concentrations were se-
lected based on pretesting, to achieve a subtle odor impression that
would not be noticed immediately by participants. To standardize the
odor intensity, for each participant the diffusor was prepared approxi-
mately 25 min before the recall task started. After the free recall task,
room ventilation was switched on to assure that the scents did not ac-
cumulate over time.

Subsequently, a yes/no recognition task was conducted in the MRI
scanner. The order of stimulus presentation (the 60 previously shown
figures from the encoding task and 60 new figures) was randomized for
all participants. During the task, lavender was presented again for the
CO group, while a vanilla odor was presented for IO and odorless air for
AIR. Participants had to indicate by button press for each presented
figure whether they had seen it previously or not. The computer-based
tasks were operated by the software Presentation (Version 18.0,
Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, www.neurobs.com).

During the MRI-based tasks, odors were presented using an MRI-
compatible olfactometer described in detail by Lundström et al. [31]. In
brief, the airflow through the olfactometer is controlled by solenoid
valves, directing the odors through the odor glass reservoir (for CO/IO)
or an empty glass reservoir (for AIR). The air used to operate the ol-
factometer was filtered using active carbon to avoid contamination by
residual odors. The concentrations of vanilla (25% v/v in 1,2 propylene
glycol) and lavender (5% v/v in 1,2 propylene glycol) were based on
initial pretesting, with the aim of achieving a matched perceived odor
intensity. A continuous odorless airstream of 1 L/min was transported
to the birhinal nosepiece, masking tactile cues that might otherwise
result from channel opening. At random intervals ranging from 5 to
12 s, the respective odor valve was opened for 500 ms, adding an ad-
ditional odorized flow (0.5 L/min) to the continuous airstream. These
settings were established after extensive pretesting, with the aim of
achieving a continuous odor percept while at the same time avoiding
adaptation effects. For AIR, an additional odorless flow (also 0.5 L/min)
was added at the time points of stimulus presentation. After each of the
two tasks, participants were interviewed outside of the scanner and
rated the odor perceived during the task regarding different factors
(intensity, pleasantness, familiarity, nameability and invigorating
quality).

2.2.5. MRI image acquisition
fMRI data acquisition was carried out at a 3-T MRI (Siemens Skyra)

using a 32-channel head coil. Fifty-two axial slices were acquired using
a multiband EPI sequence (TR = 1.25 s, TE = 40 ms,
FoV = 240 × 240 mm2, Matrix size = 96 × 96, voxel
size = 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3). T1-weighted 3D gradient echo sequence
scans (MPRAGE, 176 sagittal slices, TR = 1.56 s, TE = 2.07 ms, slice
thickness = 1 mm, FoV = 256 × 256 mm2) were acquired coplanar
with the functional scans for anatomical reference. Due to technical
difficulties during data transmission, the last volumes of the recognition
paradigm were lost for approximately 33% of the participants. Thus, in
order to analyze the same quantity of data for every participant, the
first 658 volumes of the recognition phase (approx. 90 of 120 trials)
were analyzed for every participant.

2.2.6. Data analysis
2.2.6.1. Behavioral data analysis. Recalled figures were evaluated
independently by three different raters. For each figure drawn by
each participant, the raters determined whether it matched one of the
60 figures presented during encoding. Overall inter-rater reliability for
the number of correctly recalled figures was ICC = 0.967 (ICC = intra-
class correlation calculated as described in Hallgren [32]), indicating
very good inter-rater agreement. Absolute numbers of correctly recalled
figures were compared across groups via ANOVA (factor group)
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followed by independent t-tests. For the picture recognition task,
behavioral task performance (hit rates, false alarm ratesd’, β and
reaction times) for the three groups were compared using ANOVA
(factor group) followed by independent t-tests. Hit rates, false alarm
rates, d’ and β were calculated according to signal detection theory
[33]. As our study included both a recall task and a recognition task,
memory or learning processes might have taken place during the recall
task and might have impacted the subsequent recognition performance.
Therefore, we additionally analyzed the recognition performance after
removing the recalled items for each participant from the recognition
data. Moreover, at three time points, mood (assessed by VAS = visual
analogue scale) and affective state (as measured using the Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule [29], German version [30]) of participants
were assessed as control variables. Changes in these variables were
assessed by mixed-measures ANOVA analyses (factors time point: pre/
mid/post and group: CO/IO/AIR). The Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, Version 20.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois) was used for data
analysis.

2.2.6.2. Preprocessing of fMRI data. Data were preprocessed using
SPM12 implemented in MatlabR2014b, including fieldmap distortion
correction, motion correction, slice-time correction, spatial
normalization using the DARTEL algorithm [34], and spatial
smoothing (8-mm Gaussian kernel).

2.2.6.3. General linear model (GLM) analysis. Functional imaging data
were analyzed using a two-level random-effects analysis. For
individual-level analysis of the encoding task, the conditions
“subsequent hits” and “subsequent misses” were modeled as
regressors of interest, while for the recognition task, the conditions
“hits”, “false alarms” “correct rejections” and “misses” were modeled.
Thus, importantly, following previous fMRI episodic memory studies
(e.g. [35–38]) the classification of trials for the encoding task was based
on subsequent performance in the retrieval tasks (free recall/
recognition tasks). For both tasks, six realignment parameters were
included as regressors of no interest. Of note, as the number of recall
hits and recall misses in the encoding task was not balanced (min
5–max 18 recall hits per participant out of a total of 60 figures), for each
participant a subset of the recall misses were randomly selected,
resulting in a matched number of trials for recall hits and misses.
Similarly, as participants performed better than chance (50%) in the
recognition task, the encoding task contained more recognition hits
compared to misses. Thus, for each participant a subset of recognition
hits was randomly selected, resulting in an equal number of trials for
recognition hits and misses.

As a next step, at the individual level parameters were estimated for
the following comparisons (in the following referred to as “contrasts”):
Encoding task: subsequent hits>misses (indicative of ‘encoding suc-
cess’ as defined in Spaniol et al. [35]); Recognition task: hits> correct
rejections (with hits = correctly recognized old figures, correct re-
jections = correctly classified new figures; the contrast is indicative of
‘retrieval success’ as applied by Spaniol et al. [35]). In more detail, for
the encoding task, two analyses were conducted (1) the model included
the presentation onsets of figures correctly recalled later (subsequently
referred to as “recall hits”) and of figures that were not recalled later
(“recall misses”), (2) the model contained the onset times of figures
correctly recognized later (“recognition hits”) and of figures not re-
cognized later (“recognition misses”).

Subsequently, the resulting contrast images were submitted to a
one-sample t-test across all participants to assess neuronal activations
related to memory processing (“encoding success” and “retrieval suc-
cess”) in general. Moreover, contrast images were entered in a random
effects group analysis (ANOVAs with factor group: CO/IO/AIR, fol-
lowed by t-contrasts). Whole-brain statistical maps were thresholded at
p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and significance was examined at the cluster
level, applying a statistical threshold of p < 0.05 and family-wise error

(FWE) correction. The coordinates of resulting activations are presented
in MNI space. Main clusters of the networks and activation differences
were labeled using the AAL toolbox [39].

2.2.6.4. Postprocessing fMRI data: group independent component analysis
(ICA). After preprocessing of the functional data, group ICA [40] was
performed for both tasks (encoding and recognition) separately using
the GIFT toolbox (http://icatb.sourceforge.net). Before the data were
submitted to ICA, data dimensions were reduced using principal
component analysis (PCA). In two steps, the data were reduced to 60
and subsequently 45 (encoding)/91 and 66 (recognition) components.
For each task, the optimal number of spatially independent networks
was determined applying a modified minimum description length
algorithm (MDL) implemented in the toolbox. For a more robust
component estimation and assessment of the consistency of
components, the ICASSO algorithm implemented in GIFT was used to
repeat the analysis 20 times. The group ICA resulted in spatial maps of
the functional networks and their associated time-courses. These
components were compared visually and by means of spatial
correlations to functional networks in a previous large-scale study
[41]. Artifactual components (e.g. those exhibiting substantial spatial
overlap with motion, susceptibility or ventricular artifacts) were
excluded (see Table S3). The remaining components were subdivided,
according to the classification proposed in Allen et al. [22], as
subcortical, cognitive, cerebellar, default mode, visual, auditory, and
somatosensory components. As the focus of the present study was on
cognitive and olfactory networks, auditory, visual, and somatosensory
components were not included in further analyses (see Table S3).

In a next step, we analyzed whether the component time courses
were associated with stimulus presentation onsets of the paradigm.
From a multiple regression of the time courses with participants’ design
matrices including presentation times, beta weights were obtained for
regressors of interest. For the encoding task, two different multiple
regressions were conducted with different models: (1) model included
the onsets of figures correctly recalled later (recall hits) and of figures
that were not recalled later (recall misses) and (2) models included the
onsets of figures correctly recognized (recognition hits) and of figures
not recognized (recognition misses) subsequently. For both multiple
regressions, six realignment parameters were additionally included as
regressors of no interest. The design matrices for the multiple regression
on the recognition task data included the onsets of hits, false alarms,
correct rejections and misses of the recognition paradigm and six rea-
lignment parameters. The resulting beta weights of the regressors of
interest (hits and correct rejections) indicated the degree to which the
time course of each regressor was related to the time course of each
neuronal component. Beta-weights were statistically compared between
the groups by means of ANOVA (encoding task: factors were odor group
and encoding success [hits/misses]; recognition task: factors were odor
group and retrieval success [hits/correct rejections]). In case of a sig-
nificant main effect of odor group, these were followed by three
ANOVA, each comparing two of the groups to evaluate which groups
were significantly different. In case of a significant main effect of en-
coding/retrieval success, we conducted paired t-tests (hits vs. misses or
hits vs. correct rejections) across the whole sample. Additionally, one-
sample t-tests on the beta weights of each trial type (hits and misses for
the encoding task, hits and correct rejections for the recognition task)
were conducted for the groups to assess whether component time
courses were modulated by stimulus presentation onsets.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

The three odor groups did not differ in the number of recalled fig-
ures in the free recall task, or in memory performance during the pic-
ture recognition task, with comparable hit rates, false alarm rates, d’, β
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and reaction times (see Table 1; p > 0.1 for all between-group com-
parisons). The additional analysis of recognition performance after re-
moving the recalled items did not result in group differences in hit
rates, d’ or β either (see Table S2). A comparison of the ratings from the
CO and IO group after the recognition task indicated that mean scores
for intensity (CO 6.7 vs. IO 6.8), pleasantness (5.8 vs. 4.9), familiarity
(7.2 vs. 7.4), and invigorating quality (4.9 vs. 5.3) of the presented odor
(lavender or vanilla, respectively) did not differ between the two
groups; all p > 0.1 in two-sample t-tests. Moreover, there were no
group differences in mood or affective state throughout the experiment
(see Figs. S3 and S4; for main effect group and interactions all
p > 0.4).

3.2. Imaging results: brain activation during successful picture encoding

3.2.1. GLM results
As described in section 2.2.6, we analyzed brain activation during

successful picture encoding by comparing trials which were successfully
recognized or recalled later (subsequent hits) to trials which were not
(subsequent misses). Successful encoding as defined by subsequent
correct recognition (contrast recognition hits > recognition misses)
was accompanied by activation in the inferior frontal gyrus, inferior
occipital gyrus, superior parietal gyrus, and inferior temporal gyrus (see
Table 2 and Appendix BFig. S1). No significant differences were ob-
served between odor groups for this contrast.

Successful encoding as defined by subsequent correct recall (con-
trast recall hits> recall misses) was accompanied by activation in the
inferior frontal gyrus, largely overlapping with the activations observed
for recognition hits > misses (see Table 2 and Appendix BFig. S1).
Comparison of CO> IO (for hits > misses) revealed a significant
cluster in the region of the piriform cortex (see Fig. 2 and Table 2). As

the piriform cortex is not included in most standard brain atlases, for
further characterization the activation was compared to piriform cortex
activity (see Fig. 2) reported in the literature (meta-analysis of olfactory
studies, Seubert et al. [42]). No other significant between-group dif-
ferences were observed.

3.2.2. ICA results
Functional networks showing a significant modulation by encoding

success (subsequent hits/misses) or between the groups are presented in
Fig. 3, see Appendix BTable S4 for a list of the brain regions included in
the spatial maps of the components. Several networks showed differ-
ential modulation for recognition hits and misses, as reflected by a sig-
nificant main effect of encoding success: This was the case for two
default mode network (DMN) components: EC14: F(1,96) = 5.55,
p = 0.02; EC43: F(1,96) = 8.93, p< 0.01, resulting from a stronger
negative task-modulation for subsequent hits compared to misses (see
Fig. 3). One cognitive control (CC) network, EC23: F(1,96) = 16.53,
p< 0.01 showed a stronger positive modulation for subsequent hits
compared to misses, while the opposite pattern (more positive mod-
ulation for misses compared to hits) was observed for another CC,
EC28: F(1,96) = 4.08, p = 0.046 (see Fig. 3).

For subsequent recall hits and misses, EC14 and EC23 showed the
same pattern of task-modulation as for recognition hits/misses: EC14: F
(1,96) = 4.62, p= 0.03; EC23: F(1,96) = 17.99, p < 0.01 (see Fig. 3).
Furthermore, task-modulation for one DMN, EC20, differed between
odor groups (F(2,96) = 4.2, p = 0.02), with greater negative task-
modulation for AIR versus IO (main effect group: F(1,64) = 7.65,
p = 0.01), while the difference did not reach significance for AIR versus
CO (main effect group: F(1,64) = 3.54, p = 0.06).

Table 1
Performance of the Free Recall and Recognition tasks by odor group.

Free Recall Recognition Task

No. correctly recalled Hit rate FA rate d' β Reaction time [s]

Hits FA Correj Misses

CO 9.82 (2.34) 0.71 (0.09) 0.17 (0.08) 1.61 (0.38) 1.57 (0.71) 1.50 (0.31) 1.90 (0.47) 1.46 (0.31) 1.85 (0.45)
IO 10.04 (3.38) 0.74 (0.10) 0.18 (0.11) 1.66 (0.47) 1.48 (0.74) 1.41 (0.18) 1.74 (0.46) 1.44 (0.28) 1.93 (0.43)
AIR 10.88 (3.12) 0.71 (0.12) 0.20 (0.10) 1.49 (0.44) 1.47 (1.04) 1.42 (0.17) 1.65 (0.40) 1.49 (0.35) 1.83 (0.50)

Hit rate calculated as hits/no. of all targets; FA rate = false alarm rate [calculated as no. of false alarms/no. of all non-targets]; d’ and β calculated according to Tables 1 and 2 in [33].
Free recall performance is number correctly recalled out of 60 stimuli. Correj = correct rejections; CO = congruent odor group; IO = incongruent odor group; AIR = control group
receiving odorless air. All data shown as mean (standard deviation).

Table 2
Significant clusters of neuronal activation during the encoding task.

Brain region Side Cluster size Peak MNI coordinates Peak T-
value

p-value (peak-level
unc.)

p-value (cluster-level
FWE-corr.)

k (cluster size)

x y z

Recognition Hits > Missesa

Inferior occipital gyrus, inferior temporal
gyrus

L 4210 −46 −52 −12 6.22 0.000 0.000 4210

Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part and
opercular part

R 2674 46 8 28 5.90 0.000 0.000 2674

Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part L 5504 −45 4 32 5.87 0.000 0.000 5504
Superior parietal gyrus L 5453 −22 −62 48 5.76 0.000 0.000 5453
Inferior temporal gyrus R 7756 46 −51 −10 5.45 0.000 0.000 7756

Recall Hits>Missesa

Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part L 1545 −51 30 12 4.14 0.000 0.002 1545

CO> IO for Recall Hits>Misses
Piriform cortex L 873 −24 6 0 4.40 0.000 0.021 873

a One-sample t-test across all participants. Only clusters significant at a cluster level threshold of p < 0.05 with family-wise error (FWE) correction are presented. CO = congruent
odor group, IO = incongruent odor group. MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute. L = left, R = right. See also Fig. S1.
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Fig. 2. Task-modulation during encoding: CO > IO (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
Significant cluster (cluster-level FWE-corr p < 0.05) for the CO versus IO group for recall hits > recall misses during the encoding task (red areas). For comparison the green areas show
piriform cortex activation previously reported in the literature on a meta-analysis of olfactory studies (Seubert et al. [42]).

Fig. 3. Task-modulation during encoding.
(A) Spatial maps of the brain components that showed differential modulation by hits versus misses or between groups during the encoding task. Height threshold for all maps
p < 1 × 10−12, FDR.
(B) Beta weights of the respective components for each trial type (hit/miss), for trials classified according to subsequent recognition or recall performance. *Significant difference in beta
weights between trial types at p < 0.05 (paired t-test across all participants) ♢ significant difference of beta weights between groups at p < 0.05 (two-group ANOVA between respective
groups, main effect group).
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3.3. Imaging results: recognition task

3.3.1. GLM results
Across all participants, several brain regions (including the insula,

cerebellum, caudate nucleus, cingulum, thalamus, and hippocampus)
showed more activation during hits than during correct rejections (see
Table 3 and Appendix BFig. S2). The opposite contrast (correct rejec-
tions > hits) did not result in any significant activations. There were
no significant differences in activation between the odor groups for
these contrasts.

3.3.2. ICA results
Components showing a differential task-modulation depending on

retrieval success (hits versus correct rejections) or between the odor
groups are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, see Appendix ATable S5 for a list
of the brain regions included in spatial maps of the components. Two
subcortical components showed differential modulation between the
groups: RC32: F(2,96) = 4.76, p= 0.01 and RC35: F(2,96) = 3.997,
p = 0.02. RC32 was positively modulated to a greater extent for IO as
compared to CO (F(1,64) = 8.59, p= 0.01) and AIR (F(1,64) = 4.6,
p = 0.04) [see Fig. 4]. This was also the case for RC35 (IO vs. CO: F
(1,64) = 5.62, p= 0.02; IO vs. AIR: F(1,64) = 6.18, p= 0.02). Ad-
ditionally, RC35 showed stronger positive task-modulation for hits
versus correct rejections (F(1,96) = 23.97, p< 0.01); this was also the
case for component RC41 (F(1,96) = 5.68, p= 0.02) [see Fig. 4].

As shown in Fig. 5, four DMN components showed differential task-
modulation for hits versus correct rejections: RC33: F(1,96) = 4.9,
p = 0.03; RC34: F(1,96) = 7, p< 0.01; RC45: F(1,96) = 20.64,
p< 0.01; RC52: F(1,96) = 18.65, p< 0.01; RC66: F(1,96) = 5.7,
p = 0.02, with more reduced positive task-modulation in RC33, and
stronger negative task-modulation in the remaining three DMN, for
correct rejections versus hits. Four CC components also showed differ-
ences in task-modulation between hits and correct rejections: RC47 (F
(1,96) = 9.37, p< 0.01); RC55 (F(1,96) = 18, p< 0.01); RC58 (F
(1,96) = 24, p< 0.01); RC62 (F(1,96) = 4, p = 0.047). In all cases,
there was a stronger positive task-modulation for hits versus correct
rejections (see Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

By using odor contexts during fMRI scanning, the present study
extends previous purely behavioral research on context-dependent
memory effects. Subjects participated in an incidental picture encoding
task during fMRI, a free recall task and a yes/no recognition fMRI task,
while congruent or incongruent odors were presented as contextual
cues. No differences in behavioral memory performance (picture re-
cognition/recall) were observed between the CO, IO or control groups,
while we demonstrated that odor contexts influence neuronal memory-
related processes.

As a proof-of-principle of our paradigms and to enable comparison
with previous memory studies, we first analyzed the pattern of brain
activation during successful picture encoding across all participants. As
a recognition task and a free recall task were performed, two types of
encoding success were analyzed: Encoding success as defined by correct
recognition and encoding success defined by correct recall of the pre-
sented items. Results revealed that across the whole sample, subsequent
correct recognition (compared to failure of recognition) was primarily
associated with activation within the inferior occipital, inferior tem-
poral and inferior frontal gyrus and superior parietal gyrus. This finding
is in accordance with activation patterns associated with encoding
success in a meta-analysis of event-related fMRI studies [35]. While the
meta-analysis found the greatest concordance of activations in the left
hemisphere, we observed bilateral activations in our study. This might
reflect the type of stimulus used: most previous studies used verbal
material, thus verbal processing may have contributed to the left-sided
activation pattern observed. In the present study abstract line drawings
were encoded, possibly contributing to the bilateral activations. In
general, subsequent correct recall (versus failure of recall) was char-
acterized mainly by activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (pars
triangularis). Thus, deeper processing (leading to later recall) was
particularly related to activation within the inferior frontal gyrus, a
region previously linked to semantic and phonological processing
[43,44]. In line with the ‘levels-of-processing’ framework [45,46], these
results suggest that pictures evoking stronger semantic associations led
to a deeper memory encoding and subsequent better recall perfor-
mance.

Intriguingly, the CO group showed increased activation of the
piriform cortex during successful encoding of stimuli, compared to the

Table 3
Significant clusters of activation during retrieval success (OneST hits > correct rejections) in the recognition task.a

Brain region (Peak/nearest grey matter) Side Cluster size Peak MNI coordinates Peak T-value p-value (peak-level FWE-corrected)

x y z

Insula_L L 1676 −33 20 −3 10.65 0.000
Frontal_Sup_Medial_L L 2307 −2 28 38 10.23 0.000
Cuneus_L L 17763 −4 −69 28 10.12 0.000
Caudate_L L 3078 −8 14 6 9.64 0.000
Frontal_Mid_L L 2922 −33 52 4 8.85 0.000
Frontal_Mid_L L 3025 −48 24 36 8.47 0.000
Frontal_Mid_R R 500 28 9 52 7.35 0.000
Cerebellum_7b_R R 207 33 −68 −48 7.16 0.000
Cingulum_Mid_L L 459 0 −26 34 7.10 0.000
Cerebellum_6_R, Cerebellum_Crus1_R R 227 33 −63 −26 7.16 0.000
Thalamus_L
Hippocampus_L L 207 −22 −27 −2 6.89 0.000
Insula_R R 260 33 24 −4 6.75 0.000
Lingual_L L 1117 −10 −81 −10 6.58 0.001
Frontal_Mid_L L 458 −38 6 62 6.33 0.002
Frontal_Inf_Oper_L L 186 −50 16 12 6.21 0.002
Cerebellum_Crus1_R, Cerebellum_6_R R 129 10 −76 −26 6.16 0.003
Temporal_Mid_R R 131 57 −48 −8 6.15 0.003
Frontal_Mid_R R 326 44 36 20 6.02 0.004

a Only activations significant at a height-level threshold of p < 0.05 with family-wise error (FWE) correction and k > 100 are presented. OneST = One-sample t-test across all
participants. CO = congruent group, IO = incongruent group. MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute. L = left, R = right. Brain regions were labelled using the AAL (automatic ana-
tomic labelling) atlas (http://www.gin.cnrs.fr/AAL?lang=en) [39] as included in the xjView toolbox (http://www.alivelearn.net/xjview). See also Appendix BFig. S2.
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IO group. A tentative explanation for this finding might be that the
congruent odor context led to enhanced recall of stimuli that were in-
tegrated with an olfactory percept for CO. Thus, we speculate that the
congruent odor served as a retrieval cue for CO, evoking the recall of
primarily those figures that were associated with the odor during en-
coding. This supports previous data suggesting that the piriform cortex
is essential for integrating olfactory input and higher-order information
[47–49]. In general, this finding is in line with our expectations of an
integration of olfactory context cue and figural stimuli during successful
encoding. However, as discussed below, in our study no effect of odor
context on behavioral memory performance was visible. Thus, to con-
firm whether this finding is reflective of differences in neurocognitive
processing caused by the odor context cues, future studies optimized to
reveal stronger context-dependent effects are required. Moreover, as we
only used two odors in the present study, future studies are needed to

elucidate the generalizability of our findings with different odors and
types of encoded information. In particular, the question whether there
are interactions between the type of encoded stimulus (i.e., figures,
faces, words) and the type of odors used as contextual cues (such as
social or food-related odors etc.) might be of interest.

In addition to GLM-based analyses, we performed ICA to study
functional networks and assess their modulation during the encoding
memory task. In the encoding task, the DMN and the CC networks in
particular showed differential task-modulation in all three odor groups.
For stimuli that were successfully encoded, deactivation of the DMN
was apparent, in line with previous studies showing decreases in DMN
activation during attention-demanding tasks [50,51]. As suggested
previously, and consistent with neuroimaging findings [52], DMN ac-
tivity might reflect mind-wandering and deflection of task-related at-
tention. A CC network (EC23) comprising the middle frontal gyrus

Fig. 4. Task-modulation of subcortical (SC) components during the recognition task.
(A) Spatial maps of SC components showing differences in beta weights between groups or for hits versus correct rejections (correj) during the recognition task. Height threshold for all
maps p< 1 × 10−12, FDR.
(B) Beta weights of the respective components for hits and correct rejections (correj). *Significant difference of beta weights between trial types (hits/correj) at p < 0.05 (paired t-test) ♢
significant difference off beta weights between groups at p < 0.05 (two-group ANOVA, main effect group).
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showed increased task-modulation during successful encoding, con-
sistent with previous investigations linking this region to intrinsic
alertness [53]. Furthermore, activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus is
involved in visuo-perceptual working memory processing [16]. Another
part of the CC network, EC28, showed the opposite pattern, with in-
creased task-modulation during subsequent recognition misses as

compared to hits. A closer look at the areas comprised in the spatial
map of this network indicated that EC28 also showed substantial spatial
overlap with regions considered to be part of the DMN, such as the
precuneus. For recall hits versus misses, EC14 and EC23 showed the
same pattern as for recognition hits versus misses. Additionally, EC20, a
part of the DMN comprising left inferior parietal gyrus, angular gyrus

Fig. 5. Task-modulation of default mode network (DMN) and cognitive control (CC) components during the recognition task.
(A) Spatial maps of the DMN components showing differential modulation by hits and correct rejections (correj) during the recognition task (height threshold for all maps
p < 1 × 10−12, FDR).
(B) Beta weights of the respective DMN components for each trial type (hits and correj). *Significant differences at p < 0.05 (paired t-test across all participants).
(C) Spatial maps of the CC components showing differential modulation by hits and correct rejections (correj) during the recognition task (height threshold for all maps p < 1 × 10−12,
FDR).
(D) Beta weights of the respective CC components for each trial type (hits and correj), *significant differences at p < 0.05 (paired t-test across all participants).
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and middle frontal gyrus showed a stronger negative task-modulation
in the AIR group in comparison with IO, and the same tendency for AIR
compared to CO. The stronger deactivation of this component in the no-
odor group (irrespective of retrieval success) might reflect a stronger
focus on the task by this group. However, as other parts of the DMN did
not show these group differences, this finding should be interpreted
with caution.

Across the whole sample, increased activation for successful re-
trieval (hits> correct rejections) was observed particularly in areas
such as the medial frontal gyrus, insula, cuneus, and caudate nucleus,
primarily on the left side. These regions overlap almost completely with
those reported in the meta-analysis of event-related memory MRI stu-
dies [35], although the activations that we observed in the caudate
nucleus, insula, hippocampus, thalamus, and inferior frontal gyrus were
more pronounced. As the caudate nucleus, insula, hippocampus, and
thalamus in particular play important roles in olfactory perception, a
potential explanation for this finding might be that recognition of fig-
ures evoked a reactivation of these olfactory processing areas. This
would concur with a previous report that when pictures were paired
with odors during encoding, successful retrieval was accompanied by
activation in olfactory areas when pictures were presented without odor
[54]. However, as our study did not include a group receiving an odor
during encoding, but not during retrieval, comparability to this study
remains limited. Moreover, Gottfried et al. [54] observed re-activation
mainly within the piriform cortex and hippocampus, but not in the
insula, caudate nucleus or thalamus.

Group ICA also revealed group differences in the recruitment of
functional networks during the recognition task: IO showed a stronger
positive task-modulation within two subcortical networks (putamen
and caudate) compared to CO and AIR. This result indicates that the
two odors that we used (lavender and vanilla) were processed differ-
ently, despite their highly similar ratings for pleasantness, intensity and
familiarity. This pattern of distinct group differences confirms that ICA
can reveal additional information not uncovered by traditional model-
driven analyses. Hits and correct rejections were mainly characterized
by differential recruitment of CC and DMN components. CC networks,
comprising mainly the insula, middle and inferior frontal gyrus, and
inferior parietal lobule, were consistently activated more strongly by
hits than by correct rejections, in line with previous studies employing
higher-order cognitive tasks [55–57]. Moreover, the DMN consistently
showed a stronger deactivation (or weaker activation in the case of
RC33) for correct rejections. These results extend previous findings, in
particular on a deactivation of anterior parts of the DMN during epi-
sodic memory retrieval [58]. Two subcortical components, the caudate
nucleus and thalamus, were also task-modulated differentially for hits
and correct rejectionsl, underscoring previous tentative evidence that
subcortical structures might play a role in episodic memory function
[59].

In the present study, congruent odor contexts did not lead to en-
hanced picture retrieval. It is possible that the noisy and demanding
environment of the MRI scanner might have overshadowed the effects
of odors presented during the encoding task (see also [60] for a dis-
cussion of “overshadowing” processes). Previous studies suggest that
the distinctiveness of ambient odors against the contextual background
plays an important role in the emergence of context-dependent memory
effects [6]. Thus, the MRI context itself in our study might have been
more important than the presented odors. Moreover, the MRI en-
vironment might have increased participants’ stress levels [61,62]. As a
previous study indicates that stress can disrupt context-dependent
memory effects [4], including a mock scanner session or including only
MRI-experienced participants might enable stronger context-dependent
memory effects. However, as another recent study reported that odors
can serve as retrieval cues for memories of stressful episodes [10], the
relation between stress experience and context-dependent memory ef-
fects remains to be investigated in more detail. Future studies might
also elucidate whether a stronger context-dependent memory effect

occurs if only the recognition task is carried out in the scanner, while
encoding takes place in a less distracting and stressful environment, for
instance in a scented room.

In conclusion, we did not find an enhancement of memory perfor-
mance when pictures were presented in a congruent odor context
during encoding and retrieval. However, the congruent odor was as-
sociated with increased activation in the piriform cortex during suc-
cessful encoding, while the incongruent odor was associated with
stronger task-modulation within subcortical networks during recogni-
tion. Overall, our results shed more light on the recruitment of func-
tional neuronal networks during picture encoding and recognition, and
pave the way for future investigations of the impact of odor contexts on
cognitive performance.
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